
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Auckland Racing Club Date: Monday, 1 June 2015 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Heavy (11) 
Rail: Out 3 metres 400 – 1500 metres, remainder true 
Stewards: M J Williamson (Chairman), J P Oatham, B Jones, P Kinsey 
Typist: M Gemmell 

 

GENERAL:  
Following the abandonment of an Australian race meeting on race morning TAB Raceday Control adjusted the start times 
for Races 5 – 8 all going back by 2 minutes.   However, due to an oversight this information was not notified to the Club or 
the Stipendiary Stewards.   Accordingly no race day officials were aware of this time change with Race 5 starting at the 
originally advertised start time of 2.25pm. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: D’LLARO, GRAVANO, THENAMESBOND, WEE BISKIT, JOKING, REKA, AMANOOD LAD, CARINYA, 

DOIKNOWYOU, PRINCESS NICOLE 
  

Suspensions: 
 
Adjourned Inquiries: 

Nil 
 
Race 
 
Race  

 
 
1 
 
8 
 
 

 
 
A Ihaka HARBOURBRIDGE 
Failure to make weight [Rule 330(3)(c)] 
G Rogerson SCUSA 
Incorrect gear [616(4)] 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  
 
Race 

7 
 
7 

L Magorrian MR DOOLE 
Failed to claim down to published riding weight [Rule 330(3)(c)] fined $100 
D Logan THORNBIRD LASS 
Presented horse with incorrect saddle cloth number [Rule 614(2)] fined $50 
 

Warnings: Race 
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Race 
 
Race 
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2 
 
2 
 
4 
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L Magorrian AGAVE 
Whip use when out of contention [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] 
L Magorrian AGAVE 
Shifting ground 1000 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
V Colgan GOOD LOOKIN’ GAL 
Excessive use of whip [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] 
J Reid A PERTE DE VUE 
Whip use when out of contention [Rule 638(3)(b)(ii)] 
L Magorrian MR DOOLE 
Shifting ground 150 metres 

Bleeders: Nil   

Horse Actions: Nil   

Medical Certificates: Clearance covering R Cole 

Rider Changes: Race  
 

1 
8 

HARBOURSIDE – S Karnicnik replaced A Ihaka 
OUR QUEEN BEE -  S Spratt replaced BR Jones (unwell) 

Late Scratchings: Nil   

 
 
 



RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1  Caroma Hurdles 

S Karnicnik replaced A Ihaka on HARBOURBRIDGE after A Ihaka had advised on race morning that he would not be 
able to make the weight.  A minor infringement notice was filed with the matter being adjourned due to Mr Ihaka not 

being present on course and unable to be contacted. 
STAGEHAND (R Cole) began awkwardly, losing considerable ground. 
NOAH JON (R Cully) had a tendency to run its fences down inconveniencing HUNTERS CREEK (M Gillies) at the second 

fence. 
ZA BRUTE (T Harris) raced keenly in the early to middle stages. 

ZA BRUTE put in a poor jump at the fence near the 1200 metres and was a beaten runner soon after, giving 
considerable ground and was retired from the race near the second to last fence. 
NANCHO LASS (C Studd) hit the fence near the 1000 metres and then commenced to give ground being retired from 

the race near the second to last fence. 
D’LLARO (A Kuru) misjudged the fence approaching the 700 metres. 
HARBOURBRIDGE (S Karnicnik) put in a poor jump at the third last fence and was retired from the race soon after.  

MAGNA CARTA (S Pateman) put in a poor jump at the second to last fence. 
NOAH JON was retired from the race prior to the last fence. 

S Pateman (MAGNA CARTA) was reprimanded by Stewards as he briefly relaxed his ride soon after jumping the last 
fence. 
 

Race 2 Davey Pumps 2YO 

GRAVANO (S Collett) and AGAVE (L Magorrian) both began awkwardly, losing ground. 
PEACH BELLINI (M Coleman) began awkwardly. 

HASHTAGFABULOUS (K Myers) shifted out and away from BRIGHT DIAMOND (S Spratt) approaching the 1100 metres 
making contact with PEACH BELLINI which became briefly unbalanced. 
Approaching the 1000 metres AGAVE shifted in, crowding PEACH BELLINI which was hampered.   Contributing was 

outward movement from BRIGHT DIAMOND which was dictated outwards slightly by INFIRAAJ (G Cooksley).   
BRIGHT DIAMOND then raced ungenerously for a distance.   L Magorrian was reprimanded by Stewards and advised 
that a warning would be placed on his record.  

L Magorrian (AGAVE) was severely reprimanded by Stewards regarding his whip use when out of contention in the 
final straight, further being advised that a warning would be placed on his record.  

V Colgan (GOOD LOOKIN’ GAL) was issued with a warning regarding his whip use prior to the 200 metres.  
 

Race 3  Faceup-Low Fees in Real Estate KS Browne Hurdle 

SEA KING (M Gillies) and BUNKERED (S Karnicnik) came together when leaving the barriers. 

THENAMESBOND (M Mitchell) jumped the second fence awkwardly. 
THENAMESBOND raced keenly in the early to middle stages. 
THENAMESBOND and LUCKY TONIGHT (C Studd) both put in poor jumps at the fence near the 2200 metres. 

AROSE (E Farr) put in a poor jump at the 700 metres. 
LUCKY TONIGHT put in a poor jump at the final fence. 

 

Race 4  Aqualine Products 2400  

A PERTE DE VUE (J Reid), FLYING COSSACK (D Hirini) and MANGAROA HUSTLER (E Thurlow) were all slow to begin. 
FLYING COSSACK raced fiercely in the early stages shifting in passing the 2100 metres, inconveniencing A PERTE DE 

VUE. 
Near the 350 metres TALLYHO TWINKLETOE (S MacNab) was crowded between WEST END (H Cushing) and GET 

FLASH (L Kennedy) both of which shifted ground.   TALLYHO TWINKLETOE was then inclined to lay out under pressure 
in the final straight. 
WEST END shifted in over the final 100 metres dictating TALLYHO TWINKLETOE inwards. 

J Reid (A PERTE DE VUE) was severely reprimanded by Stewards regarding his whip use when out of contention in the 
final straight, further being advised that a warning would be placed on his record. 
 

Race 5 Hydroflow 2200 

TOP CHOICE (B Hutton) began awkwardly, shifting out, crowding REKA (C Grylls) on to the hind quarters of SILK 
CHARDONNAY (M Coleman). 

FULL MONTY (K Myers) shifted out approaching the 600 metres crowding PERMESSO (BR Jones) on to RAISAFUASHO 
(U Holmquist) with both of those runners becoming briefly unbalanced.   Rider K Myers was advised that she must 
exercise greater care. 



REKA shifted out approaching the 350 metres dictating PERMESSO out into the line of RAISAFUASHO which was 

inconvenienced. 
 

Race 6 Rheem NZ McGregor Grant Steeplechase 

CARINYA (C Studd) was slow to begin. 

JACK ROMANOV (M Mitchell) was crowded when leaving the barriers. 
JACK ROMANOV put in a poor jump at the second fence. 

MISTER DEEJAY (D Miller) put in a poor jump at the first fence through the middle before badly misjudging the next 
fence being the first of the double. 
TOM’S MYTH (M Gillies) and STAINLEY (N Quinn) both landed awkwardly after jumping the final fence in the middle 

with TOM’S MYTH losing ground. 
JACK ROMANOV put in a poor jump at the third last fence. 
OLD REDFEATHER (R Cully) and CARINYA came together jumping the second last fence. 

STAINLEY was retired from the race prior to jumping the final fence. 
McCULLEY (S Fannin) dipped on landing after jumping the last fence, losing momentum. 

 

Race 7 Buteline NZ 1600  

L Magorrian (MR DOOLE) was fined $100 under the Minor Infringement Schedule for failing to claim down to his 
published riding weight. 

Trainer Mrs D Logan was fined $50 after presenting THORNBIRD LASS with an incorrect saddle cloth number.  
GOLD HUNTER (S Spratt) and FLAVOUR FLAV (G Cooksley) were a little slow to begin. 

NOTHING (B Hutton) and GOLD HUNTER both raced keenly in the early and middle stages. 
GOLD HUNTER was held up approaching the final straight shifting in near the 350 metres to obtain clear running.  
PEREGRINE (K Myers) was inconvenienced when becoming awkwardly placed between MR DOOLE and 

DOIKNOWYOU (M McNab) near the 350 metres. 
PEREGRINE again raced in restricted room passing the 150 metres when MR DOOLE lay out under pressure with 
PEREGRINE then having to be steadied.  L Magorrian was issued with a warning. 

FLAVOUR FLAV failed to respond when placed under pressure passing the 700 metres becoming detached from the 
body of the field.  FLAVOUR FLAV then rallied making good ground over the concluding stages.  When questioned, 

rider G Cooksley advised that the gelding felt to be floundering and had not felt comfortable in today’s track 
conditions.  G Cooksley further explained that after saving ground rounding the final turn FLAVOUR FLAV then rallied 
inside the final 200 metres when other runners were tiring. 

 

Race 8 Laser Group 1200  

BR Jones was stood down by the Club’s Doctor due to dehydration and replaced on OUR QUEEN BEE by S Spratt. 

SCUSA was presented to race with incorrect gear being Pacifiers when the correct notified gear was Visor Blinkers.  As 
the stable representatives did not have a set of Visor Blinkers available, it was permitted for Blinkers to be applied.  
Trainer Mr GA Rogerson defended a charge under Rule 616(4) in that SCUSA had been presented to race with 

incorrect gear with the Judicial Committee reserving their decision. 
SCUSA (L Magorrian) began awkwardly. 
OUR QUEEN BEE (S Spratt) shifted in when leaving the barriers crowding METRO MISS (B Hutton), HUCKLEBERRY 

FLYER (M McNab), SAME AS (C Grylls) and SCUSA which were all hampered to varying degrees with SCUSA being 
checked, losing ground. 

SEA OF SPEED (S Collett) began awkwardly, losing ground. 
POGUE (M Chui) and PINZANO (M Cameron) came together on a number of occasions passing the 300 metres when 
both runners shifted ground with PINZANO then being bumped across the heels of HUCKLEBERRY FLYER (M McNab) 

which shifted outwards. 
 

 
 
 


